




SUMMARY 

The rtndonness of a table of a million digits produced 

at Project Rand by a random digit generator was examined by 

applying four testa. The four tests were:  (1) Frequency 

test» (2) Poker test, (2) Serial test and (4) Pun test.  The 

complete table of a million digits was subjected to the first 

two tests. The last two tests were applied to a sample of 

50,000 digits from the table. All computations were accom- 

plished by means of I.B.M. equipment. 

There was no evidence of any unusual divergence from 

the theoretical expectations In any of the tests.  It would 

be difficult to construct a series of digits which would suc- 

ceed In evading all four of these tests.  The examination of 

the million digits did not reveal any bias. There was nothing 

to Indicate that the digits were not b^lrg ^o^j-ed with equal 

probabilities. 
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Introduction.    ThlB report Is concerned with an examination 

of the randomness  of a million digits which were  produced at 

Project Rand by a random digit generator.    This machine Is 

basically a random noise generator» a pulse counter and a re- 

corder.    The generator was designed to produce pulses at an 

average rate of the order of 10^ pulses per second.     These 

pulses operate an electronic binary counter.     At  intervals 

of one second,  this counter wss   'read* electrically.     The 

count was converted by means of relays Into the decimal sys- 

tem and the  last digit recorded automatically on  I.B.M. 

cards.    A report describing the machine will be  forthcoming. 

A series of tests applied to periodic samples of digits pro- 

duced by the machine indicated  that s small bias   (.0006) 

favoring the  odd digits might be present In the  table  of a 

million digits.     Following a suggestion made by 0.   w.   Brown, 

this  table was re-randomized by a process that Involved 

forming sums  of paired digits modulo 10.     It  Is  the  purpose 

of this report to present  the  results of an examination of 

the million re-randomlzed digits  In an attempt to Insure the 

randomness  of the numbers  for the user of random numbers In 

common types  of sampling inquiries. 

Procedure.     Four methods of examining the million digits for 

randomness have been utilized.     All  tables and  computations 

were accomplished  by use of  I.B.M.   equipment. 
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1.    Frequency Tests.    A table of aggregate frequencies 

was prepared with a record of the  total frequency of occur- 

rence of each of the ten digits  for one million numbers  In 20 

samples of 30,000 digits each. 

The million digits were also examined  In blocks of 

1000 digits each.    A set of 1000 summary cards waa prepared; 

each card containing the ten observed  frequencies;   the  com- 

puted Chl-square for these  frequencies and the probability of 

getting   /t* equal to or smaller than that observed.    These 

quantities were calculatea  from the  formulae, 

* i • "W" jäo (xij - 100)Ä (1-U2,...,1000) 

7       .2 

p( ,*,.   i   Z1 (s)* ;f d 
2\t   .±-     ,  t2 

where *.. represents  the observed  frequency of the digit   J  in 

the  ith sample   of 1^*>~ ..±±±,.6.     The distribution  of  the  one 

thousand calculated  Chl-equares was compared with  the  theore- 

tical   X2 distribution. 

2.     Poker Test.     The million digits were scanned   in groups 

of five digits ea^h,   simulating 200,000 poker hands and a  rec- 

ord made  of the  number of hands which  contained   five differing 

digits,  busts   (sy-   ol abcde),   number of pairs   (symbol aabcd), 

two pairs   (symbol aabbc),  three digits alike   (symbol aaabc). 



full house (symbol tsabb), four digits alike (symbol aaaab) 

and all five digits alike (symbol aaaaa). Records of the 

frequencies in the seven classes of poker hands were kept for 

every 1000 poker hands examined. The tabulation sheets thus 

supplied us with 200 frequency distributions, each of which 

could be compared with the theoretical frequency distribution. 

3. Serial Test. The serial test was applied to a 

sample of 30,000 digits from the table of the one million re- 

randomized digits. A ten by ten table was prepared showing 

the frequency with which any one digit was followed by any 

other digit.  This block of digits constitutes a 5 percent 

sample from the .nillion digit table. The object of the serial 

test was to see if a given digit tended to be associated with 

any other digit. 

k.    Run Test. The run test was applied to the same 

sample of 30,000 digits which was subjected to the serial 

test.  The occurrence of two adjacent like digits in the 

series is defined as a run of length 2.  For example, if 

j    xij • »ui.j'JU;::^0'000',nd XI.I,J 'nd XU2.J + XIJ then 

x.. and x,   .   . constitute    a run of length 2  in digit J. 

Similarly.  If x^ - x1+1>J - x1+8>J .nd xx_1(J f x^. x^^ * x^ 

then a run of length 3 has occurred in digit  J.     A run of length 
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3 was not counted as two runs of length 2 but was independent. 

The last digit in the series X^Q 0QQ . was considered as being 

adjacent to the first number x1 . in order to complete the 

circuit. The ssmple of 30,000 digits was assumed to be a ran- 

dom sample from an infinite universe in which one digit was as 

likely to occur as another. 

Reaulta 

1.    Frequency Tests.    The frequency of the  occurrence of 

the ten digits  in each of 20 successive samples  of 50,000 is 

shown in Table  1,  together with total frequenclea.     For N - 10  , 

the expected mean (m)  is 10^ with standard deviation (a) of 300. 

Six of the obaerved frequenclea are within the  interval m + o 

and in only two cases  is  the deviation from expected more than 

2a.    The 7? value for 9 degreea of freedom la 13 «3 and the 

probability of exceeding this value is approximately 0.15. 

The total number of even digits Is 300,586 aa against 

499#4lU odd digits.    Under the hypothesis that an even digit 

ia aa likely to occur as an odd,  the probability of a departure 

aa great aa  586 from an even divialon is 0.24.     A difference 

greater than thia might occur about one time   In  four.    Hence 

the deviation doea not appear to be significant. 

The   frequency Chl-square  for 9 degrees  of  freedom may be 

analyzed  into three component parts,  one degree  of  freedom for 

the compariaon of odd and even digits,   four degrees of freedom 
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for variation between  frequenclea within the group of odd 

dlglta and four degrees of freedom between digits within the 

even number group.    These components of Chl-aquare are as 

follows: 

X 2      d.f.      Probability 

Comparison of frequencies      1.37 1 0.25* 
of odd vs.  even digits. 

Frequencies within group        7.90 4 0.10 
of odd digits. 

Frequencies within group        k.Ok        4 0.40 
of even digits. 

The result of this analysis of Chl-square Into Ita com- 

ponents upholds the hypothesis that the sampling la from a 

population In which the digits occur with equal probabilities 

There  Is no Indication of any differentiation In the behavior 

of odd and even digits.    An Inspection of the frequencies 

shows that the digit which appeared moat  frequently (two)  was 

aasoclated with a probability of 0.1006 while the least  fre- 

quent digit (nine) had a probability of 0.0993. 

The computed  aample    /* values are  ahown In the column 

on  the  right for samples of 50,000 digits.     Each of thtae 

Probability of a greater    A   arising by chance. 
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TABLE  I 

Prequenciet of One Million Digits  (Re-randowlted) 

No. f0 f1 f2 f3 tk f5 f6 f7 f8 f9           %2 

1 ,»923 5013 4916 4951 5109 ^993 5055 5080 ^986 4974      7.556 

2 4870 4956 5080 5097 5066 5034 4902 4974 5012 5009    10.132 

3 5065 5014 5034 5057 4902 506l 4942 4946 4960 5019      6.078 

4 5009 5053 l»966 4891 5031 W95 5037 5062 5170 4886    15-004 

5 5033 ^982 5180 5074 4892 4992 5011 5005 ^959 ^872    13-846 

6 4976 4993 ^932 5039 4965 5034 4943 4932 5116 5070      7.076 

7 5011 5152 4990 5047 4974 5107 4869 4925 5023 4902    14.116 

8 5003 5092 5163 4936 502o 5069 4914 4943 4914 4946    13.051 

9 4860 4899 5138 4959 5089 5047 5030 5039 5002 4937    13.410 

10 4998 4957 4964 5124 4909 4995 5053 4946 4995 5059 

11 4948 5048 5041 5077 5051 5004 5024 4886 4917 

12 4958 4993 5064 4987 5041 4984 4991 4987 5113 

13 4968 4961 5029 5038 5022 5023 5010 4988 '4936 

14 5110 4923 5025 4975 5095 5051 5035 4962 4942 

15 5094 4962 4945 4891 5014 5002 5038 5023 5179 4852    16.261 

16 4957 5035 5051 5021 5036 4927 5C22 4988 4910 5053      4.856 

17 5088 4989 5042 4948 4999 5028 5037 4893 5004 4972      5.347 

18 4970 5034 4996 5008 5049 5016 4954 4989 4970 5014      1.625 

19 4998 4981 4984 5107 4874 4980 5057 5020 4978 5021      6.584 

20 4963 5013 5101 5084 4956 4972 5018 4971 5021 4901      6.584 

Total 99802 100050 10)641 100311 10C094 100G4  99942 99559 100107 99280    13.316 

^ -105 -I98 50 641 311 94 214 -58 -441 107 -720 

5059 7.212 

t)004 7.142 

4882 6.992 

5025 2.162 

4882 10.172 
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Chl-6Quare values is assoclited with 9 degrees of freedom. 

The distribution of the observed Chl-squsres Is In line with 

expectation.    Two of the 20 values give probsbllltles  of ex- 

ceedlng the observed   X    value of more than 0.90;  two give 

probabilities of less than 0.10.     In 12 samples the   '/ 

values are small enough to give probabilities of more thsn 

0.30; 8 samples show probabilities of less than 0.30.    Por 

n • 30,000 the expected mean la 3*000 with standard deviation 

of 30 ta , or 67.08. Of the 200 recorded  frequencies,   129 or 

6H.3 percent are within one standard deviation of the mean 

which compares favorably with the 68 percent of the theore- 

tical distribution.    There are eight cases or M percent In 

which the deviation of observed  frequency from expected 

frequency exceeds 2 o. 

The calculation of a aample    /^    value for 9 degrees of 

freedom from esch sample of 1000 digits offered an opportunity 

for sn examination of the Chl-square distribution.     In Figure 1, 

the cumulative distribution function of V has been plotted 
2 2 

against the /  values. The 1000 X values were arranged In 

30 class Intervals with probability In each class approximating 
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2 percent.   It will be observed that the theoretical and ac- 

tual distributions are In agreement except for a slight dls- 

parity In the range of values from 9.0 to 10.5-  A % test 

was applied to determine whether the observed frequencies In 

the 50 classes differed significantly from the theoretical 

values.  A ^ of 5^.6 was obtained.  There seems to be noth- 
2 

Ing unusual about getting a  / as high as 3^.6.  Since It Is 

associated with 49 degrees of freedom, the resulting probabll- 

2 
Ity  Is about 0.55 using Fisher's /    approximation. 

2.     Poker Test.     Two hundred Chl-squares were  calculated 

which measured  the dispersion between expected snd  observed 

frequencies  In each  sample   of 1000 poker hands.     The expected 

distribution  of frequencies   for ssmples  of  1000 are  busts 

302.4,  pairs  504,  two pairs   108,   three  72,   full  house  9»   fours 

4.5 and   fives  0.1.     The expected   frequencies   In   the  last   two 

classes were  small,  hence  were combined   Into one  group. 
2 

The  observed distribution of   7-    Is  compared with  the 

theoretical  distribution  for  five d.f.   In Tabl*»   II. 

i  

Wald and Mann  1J have shown that an optimal way of 
determining the number of Intervals k In which fche 
range of the sample y.8•s Is to be divided, is given by 

51 2(N-1)1 
k • 4 \ —i- 1— where c Is the value of the normal de- 

^       c2 

vlate  at   the   level   of significance  desired  and   N   Is  total 
frequency,     k ^-50 was determined  from this   relationship. 

\-\ 
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TABLE  II 

Frequency DiBtributlons  of Chi-«qutre Vtlues 

Probability Values of )L2 

P >  .90 0-1.60 

.90 > P >  .80 1.61 - 2.35 

.80 >  P >   .70 2.56-3.00 

.70 >  P >   .60 3.01  - 3.70 

.60 > P >  .50 3.71 - 4.35 

,50 > P >  .^0 4.36-5.20 

40 > P >  .30 5.21   - 6.10 

30 > P >  .20 6.11 - 7.30 

20 >  P >   .10 7.31  - 9.20 

P <  .10 9.21  or more 

Expected Observed 
Frequency Frequency 

20 22 

20 19 

20 22 

20 19 

20 20 

20 29 

20 22 

20 15 

20 15 

20 17 

200 200 

>2  - 7.7   for  9 d.f.     P - 0.55 

The  agreement  of the   two distributions   indicates  that  the 

Chi-squares  obtained  experimentally  from  the  table  of random 

diglta are  compatible  with  the  tabular    ^    values  for  5 de- 

greea  of freedom. 

The  frequencies  obtained  from  the  poker test were  com- 

bined and  the  results  of the aggregate  of 200,000 poker hands 

are  shown   in  Table   III. 
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TABLE   III 

Poker Teit  on Million Digits   (2000,000 Poker Hands) 

ClasBes 

Busts  (abcde) 

Pairs  (aabcd) 

Two pairs   (aabbc) 

Threes  (aaabc) 

Full house   (aaabb) 

Pours  (aaaab) 

Fives  (aaaaa) 

Expected Observed 
Frequency Frequency 

60,^80 60,479 

100,800 100,570 

21,600 21,572 

1U,400 14,659 

1,800 1,788 

900 914 

20 18 

200,000 200,000 

*2 -  5.5  for 5 d.f. P - 0.35 

The  agreement  of observed and  expected   frequencies   in 

Table   III  is good.     The  only sizable difference  is   in  the 

class  of threes   (aaabc).     The difference,  259 is 2.25 times 

the  theoretical  value  of the standard deviation,  115.6  for 

this class.     Considered  by  itself,  a deviation of this magni— 
o 

tude  would  ordinarily  occur one  timv   in 40.     The value  of    X 

for all   the  frequenclea  of  5-5 with  5 degreea  of freedom  is 

not excessive. 

The   frequencies  of  Table   III may be   broken down   into  ten 

equal  groups,  each  repreaentlng 20,000 poker hands   (100,000 
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dlglta) In order to look at the consistency of the behavior 

of the poker hands. The theoretical mean and standard devla— 

tion for each class was calculated under the assumption of 

equal probability of occurrence of each digit.  The comparison 

of actual and theoretical values of mean and standard devia- 

tion is shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 

Mean and Standard Deviati on of Frequencies 

In 7  C Baases of Poker Hands 

Classes 
Theoreti 

Mean 
cal Actual 

Mean 

6047.9 

Theoretical 
Std.  Dev. 

64.9 

Actual 
Std.  Dev. 

abcde 6048 60.3 

aabcd 10080 10057.0 70.7 78.4 

aabbc 2l60 2157.2 43.9 45.8 

aaabc 1440 1465.9 36.9 26.6 

aaabb 180 178.8 13.4 8.9 

aaaab 90 91.4 9.5 11.5 

aaaaa 2 1.8 1.4 1.9 

With  the possible exception of the class of poker hand 

in which three of a kind  appeared   (aaabc),   the actual  raeana 

and standard deviations are  satisfactory estimates  of  the 

♦•heoretlcal  values.     In the clsss  referred  to above,   the mean 

was overeatimated and  the atandard deviation waa undereatimated. 
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3. Serial Teat.  The frequency of th^ occurrence of all 

poatlble pairs of digits is given in Table V. 

TABLE V 

Seri al Test 

Frequency o f Occurrence of 1st Dlgl t 

* 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 

10 
Q 

0 508 510 451 500 513 475 494 508 463 501 4923 

1 456 514 523 472 561 490 486 512 503 496 5013 

2 509 474 493 476 481 527 491 454 475 536 4916 
O 

«1 o 
3 507 514 484 466 485 507 483 498 514 493 4951 

c 

0 
o 

4 502 504 502 513 526 493 525 550 520 474 5109 

5 489 481 466 478 513 481 504 533 544 504 4993 

8 6 471 496 514 540 485 489 530 516 514 500 5055 
o 

7 504 486 506 513 510 512 539 504 491 515 5080 
o 
c 8 488 507 493 530 524 465 513 4B5 520 461 4986 

t 9 489 527 484 463 5il 554 490 520 442 494 4974 

pt. 
Total 4923 5013 4916 4951 5109 4,93 5055 5080 4986 4974 5000C 

This  table was   formed by entering a pair of ilglts  x.x. 

in  the   1th column  and  the   Jth  row;   e.g.,   If a  sequence   of  four 

digits   Is 6203,  a   frequency  1«  recorded   In   the  6th  column,  2nd 

row - one   In  2nd  column,   0 row and  one   lr   0 column,   3rd   row. 

In order to complete  the  circuit and  make   the  50,000 digits give 

exactly 50,000 pairs,  the  last digit  was combined with  the  first 
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to form a pair. 

Let ua consider, first of all, the probability of getting 

the sample from a population In which the digits wer« equally 
o 

likely to occur.  The frequency ^   as calculated from the row 

or column totals Is 7.56.  This Is based on 9 degrees of free- 

dom.  The probability of getting a Chl-square equal to or 

greater than 7.36 Is about 3 In 5- This sample of ^0,000 does 

not show unusual divergence.  The frequencies obtained here 

would be encountered often In sampling. 

Three Chl-square tests were applied to the data In Table 

V. The first tested the hypothesis that the array was a ran- 

dom sample from a population In which one pair of digits waa 

as likely to occur as another. The expected frequency In each 

ce]l was 500.  (Kendall and Smith [}] , apply this test to 

Tlppett's published table of random numbers).  The ^ value 

for 90 degrees of freedom waa 107.8.  The probability of get- 
o 

ting a    X    > 107.8 for 90 degreea of freedom Is about 0.10. 

There   Is no evidence  that  the sample was not drawn  from the 

population apeclfled. 

The  second  tested  the  hypothesis  that any  given digit 

was aa  likely to be  followed  by one digit as by another.     The 

method   of  computing the  expected  number  In each  cell   Is  based 

on  the  actual   frequency:     e.g.   since   the   actual   frequency  of 
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zeros was 4923» the expected value In each ^ell In the let col- 

umn of Table V was 492.3.  A similar computation was made for 

the other nine frequencies.  The X     value was 90.9-  The prob- 

ability of getting a Z2 > 98.9 with 90 d.f. Is 0.25-  The de- 

viations from expected values are not large enough to discredit 

the hypothesis. 

The third test was used to check the hypothesis that any 

given digit Is as likely to be preceded by on*» digit as by 

another.  If the preceding digit Is equally likely to be 

0,1,2,...9» the expected value In each cell of the first row 
p 

was 492.3# In the 2nd row SOI.3 etc.  The value of X was 100.4. 

The probability of getting a y* > 100.4 Is approximately 0.20. 

The evidence presented by the sample Is compatible with the 

stated hypothesis. 

4.  Run Test.  The expected frequency of runs In the 

sample of 50,000 digits was computed from formulas In a paper 

on the distribution theory of runs given by Mood ^4]•  The 

theoretical frequencies of runs of length r ar*» given In Table 

VI, together with the actual frequencies observed In the 

sample. 
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TABLE VI 

Run Test 

Length  of Run 
Expected 

Frequency 
Observed 

Frequency 

r - 1 40500 40410 

r - 2 4050 4055 

r - 3 405 421 

r - 4 40.5 48 

r - 5 4.5 5 

It  Is  clear thst  the  observed distribution 1B In good 

agreement with the  theoretlcsl distribution.     There   Is no evi- 

dence  that  the number and   length of runs  observed In  this 

ssmple were  rot compatible with a sample   from sn  Infinite  uni- 

verse   In which one digit was aa  likely  to occur as another. 

Conelualon.     The examination of the million re—randomized di- 

gits hss  shown no dlscrepsnclea other than the expected samp- 

ling  fluctustlons.     The  frequency  teat  indicated  that all   the 

digits  occurred approximately an equal number of tlmea.     The 

dlatrlbutlon of aample  Chl-square  values sgreed closely with 

the   ineoretlcal  dlatrlbutlon.     When  the  ^'Iglta were  examined 

In groupa  of flv^ ^ach,   the  observed  frequenclea compared 

favorably  with the  expected   frequenclea.     The   aerial   test  re- 

vesled  no  te'dency   for any  particular pair  of dlglta   to be 
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asfoclated  together.    The number of runs  observad  In the 

sample and  the distribution of their lengths conformed  to the 

run  theory advanced.     None  of the tests contradicts the assump- 

tion  of randomness  In  the  series of one million  re-randomlzed 

digits. 
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